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Read each word. Write the word that matches each picture. You will have three extra words left.

gold
find
wild

most
cold
roll

kind
child
told

blind
both
old

Read It! Write It!



Read each word. Write the word that matches each picture. You will have three extra words left.

rind
host
scroll

mind
sign
sold

comb
climb
bind

ghost
hind
troll

Read It! Write It!
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Read It! Sort It!

Short Vowel Long Vowel

long sold milk climb

bolt flock post fold

gift list hind cost

Read each word in the box below. If it has a short vowel, write it under the “Short Vowel” 
column. If it has a long vowel, write it under the “Long Vowel” column.
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Read It! Sort It!

Short Vowel Long Vowel

find film bolt mint

doll folk wild fond

fish volt soft mind

Read each word in the box below. If it has a short vowel, write it under the “Short Vowel” 
column. If it has a long vowel, write it under the “Long Vowel” column.
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Read the phrases and draw pictures to match.

Read It! Draw It!

wind the clock hold the plant an old man

a wild child I fold the most a big sign

she is blind green mold find the gold
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Read the phrases and draw pictures to match.

Read It! Draw It!

climb up fast I am so cold its hind legs

sold the pup a kind child both combs are red

a gold scroll it is not wild she holds a sign
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